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Exact comparisons are made relating El YoIp, El Y”-II”. and 
E(max,,n-t I Y,l% valid for all martingales Y, ,..., Y,_ 1, for each p 2 1. 
Specifically, for p > 1, the set of ordered triples {(x, y, z): x = E) Y,,l “. 
y=EIY,_,(p, and z=E(max,..-, 1 Y,lp) for some martingale Y, ,..., Y,- , } is 
precisely the set {(x, y, z): 0 <x <y c z < Y,,,(x, y) ), where ‘Y&x, y) = x$,,~( y/x) 
if x>O, and =a,-,,,y if x=0; here +.,p is a specilic recursively defined function. 
The result yields families of sharp inequalities, such as E(max,.._ , 1 Y,l p) + 
II/&,(a) E 1 Y,l P < aE 1 Y,- i ( 0, valid for all martingales Y, ,..., Y,- ,. where ((I& is the 
concave conjugate function of $n.p. Both the finite sequence and infinite sequence 
cases are developed. Proofs utilize moment theory, induction, conjugate function 
theory, and functional equation analysis. 6 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The subject of this paper is exact comparisons of E 1 Y, 1 p, E 1 Y, ~, I”, 
and E(maxj G n - 1 I Yj I ‘), valid for all martingales Y,,..., Y,- 1, for each 
p 2 1. These comparisons are given in two forms. 
First, identification of associated regions in lR2 and R3 is made. For 
example, for each n = 1, 2 ,..., and p > 1, the region 
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Z=E(RXiXjGn-, 1 Yj\ “) for some martingale Y, ,..., Y, _ 1 ) (1.1) 
is precisely the set {(x, y, z): 0 < x <y <z < yl,,Jx, y)}, where Yn,p(x, y) = 
x$,.&y/x) if x > 0, and = u+,,~Y if x= 0 (Theorem 4.23). Here Ic/,,p is a 
specrfic recursively defined function which is continuous, strictly increasing, 
and strictly concave on [ 1, co), given in Theorem 4.18, and a,- I,P = A;? l,P 
is a computable constant, given in Definition 3.5. Such regions are given for 
finite sequences in Theorems 4.23 and 6.8, and for inlinite sequences in 
Theorems 5.21 and 6.8. 
Second, sharp inequalities are derived from these regions. For example, 
from the representation of (l.l), it follows that 
E(maxj..- I I Y,IP)6EI xJP~k,p(~l Yn-lIPIEI Yol”) (1.2) 
for all martingales Y,,..., Y, _ 1 for which P( I Y, I> 0) > 0 and having these 
expectations finite, for each p > 1. Alternatively, all martingales Y,,..., Y, _ 1 
satisfy 
E(mq,.-, I yjI”)+ll/,*.p(a)El YOIPGaEl yn-Ilp (1.3) 
if the expectations are finite, for each a > a,- I,P, where tin*, is the (concave) 
conjugate function of $,,p, given in (4.17). Martingales which are extremal, 
in attaining the boundary of region (1.1) or in attaining equality in (1.3), 
are also given. For these and other such sharp inequalities, see 
Theorem 4.27 for finite sequences and Theorem 5.24 for infinite sequences. 
For any martingale Y,,,..., Y,, _ i, E ) Y,- 1 ) P has the interpretation as the 
value of the process I Y0 I p,..., 1 Y,, _ , I p, that is, the supremum, over stop 
rules 1, of E / Y, 1 p, and is thus the optimal return of a mortal (player using 
non-anticipating stop rules) playing this (superfair) game. Analogously, 
E(maxjG,- 1 ) Y, I “) is the optimal expected return of a prophet, or player 
with complete foresight, playing the same game. Hence, comparison of 
E ) Y,- 1 I p and E(max,..- 1 ) Yj( “) for martingales Y,,..., Y, ._, is another 
form of what has been called a “prophet” problem. Identification of 
“prophet” regions analogous to (1.1) has been made for independent ran- 
dom variables by Hill [7], for i.i.d. random variables by Kertz 1121, and 
for general processes, martingales, and Markov chains by Hill and 
Kertz [lo]. 
The framework of our analysis for these “prophet” regions is the theory 
of conjugate functions (Legendre transformation). The mathematical 
techniques used within this general framework include probabilistic con- 
ditioning, inductive reasoning, and the theory of moments. This paper also 
draws heavily on the results established by Cox in [Z]. The general con- 
vexity framework of this paper allows us to establish families of sharp 
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inequalities from “prophet” regions (such as (1.3) from (1.1)) by an 
application of Young’s inequality. 
This paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 contain results which 
are preliminary to the main development. In Section 4, “Prophet” regions 
and inequalities are derived for finite sequences of p th absolute moments of 
martingales, p > 1. Regions and inequalities for infinite sequences and con- 
nections between the finite and infinite sequence cases are given in Sec- 
tion 5, for p > 1. As a corollary of our results, it is shown as in Cox [2] 
that Doob’s inequality of [4, p. 3173 is sharp, and is a strict inequality for 
non-trivial martingales (see Theorem 4.24). The p = 1 case, and connections 
between the p = 1 and p > 1 cases, are given in Section 6. Extremal dis- 
tributions are defined and analyzed in the Appendix (Section 7). An exam- 
ple for the n =p = 2 case is carried through in Examples 3.10 and 4.32. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we collect needed facts concerning (i) value and the sub- 
martingales of interest here; (ii) inequalities, convergence properties, and 
other results for pth absolute moments of random variables; and (iii) con- 
jugate duality. 
Let (Q, 9, P) be a probability space. For random variable X, EX is the 
expectation of X and E(XI Y) is the conditional expectation of X given CJ- 
field ‘9. The sequence of random variables and o-fields { Yj, ~>j=O,l,,,., is 
called a martingale [submartingale] if for each j, (i) qc $+ I and Yj is q- 
measurable, (ii) E) Yj 1 < cc, and (iii) Yj = [ 6 ] E( Y, + 1 ( 5) a.e. 
From optimal stopping theory (Chapter 3 of El]), recall the following 
definitions and results. Given the ordered collection of non-negative, 
integrable random variables X0, X , ,..., let T denote the set of (a.e.) finite 
stop rules for X0, Xi,.... The value V(X,, X, ,...) of X0 , X1 ,... is 
V(X,,, X1 ,,,. )=sup{EX,: TV T}; and the value V(X, ,..., X,) of X0 ,..., X, is 
V(~o,..., X,) = sup (EX,: t E T, t 6 n}. The following standard results from 
martingale theory identify the value for the sequences of interest here: 
if ( Y,, q}]=, ,,,..,, is a martingale, then { ) Y,l , q:>,=O ,,,..., is 
a submartingale with VI Yol,-> I YnI)=EI YnI and 
UIYOI, lY,I,...)=suP,~lY,l; (2.1) 
and 
if p > 1 and ( Y,, T}j=O ,,,.,., is a martingale with E ) Yij JJ < co 
for each j, then { ) Yil p, $}i=O ,,,,.,, is a submartingale 
with V(j Yelp ,...,I Y,lp)=El YnIp and V(j Yelp, 1 Y,Jp ,... )= 
sup,El YrZIP. (2.2) 
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Although the value notation itself will not be used in the following, for 
given martingale { Yj, 3}i= O,l,,.., and p 2 1, inequalities comparing E 1 Y,, 1 IJ 
and E(maxO <jc n ) 51”) will be interpreted in terms of optimal expected 
rewards for the mortal and prophet playing the same game { ) Yil P, 
T}i=O ,,,.,” (see Remark 4.33). 
Three lemmas are now given concerning inequalities, convergence 
properties, and other results for pth absolute moments of martingales. The 
lemmas are needed in section four, although they are of independent 
interest; their proofs are relatively straightforward, and hence omitted. 
LEMMA 2.3. (a) Given any p > 1 and E > 0, then there exists a positive 
numberA(E,p)such that (x~P<~+A(~,p){)l+x)P-px-l}forallx~R; 
and 
(b) for x20 andp> 1, (1 +x)~< 1 + (2P- l)(x+xP). 
LEMMA 2.4. Given p > 1 and random variables (Xk}k= 1,2,.,,, satisfying 
EX,+OandEI1+X,JP-+l ask-+co, thenE(X,IP-+Oask-,co. 
LEMMA 2.5. Given any p > 1, n = 1,2,..., and sequence of martingales 
{Yn,k)n=O,l ,_,_, k=l,2 ,..., satisfying Yo,,rl and E(Y,,,lP+l as k-rco, 
then E(maxjG. ( Yj,k(P)-+ 1 as k-+ co. 
As the last topic of this section, results are recalled which concern con- 
jugate duality (the Legendre transformation). 
A real-valued function f defined on a convex subset D of Iw is said to be 
concave if f (Aa + (1 - 1) b) > Af (a) + (1 - 2) f (6) for all a, b ED and all 2, 
0 < 1< 1. If strict inequality holds whenever a # b, then f is said to be 
strictly concaoe. As a reference for the following definition and lemma, see 
Chapter 7 of Luenberger [13] and Chapter 4 of Stoer and Witzgall [ 151. 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let f be a real-valued function defined on a subset 
D of 58. The function f * defined on the set D* = { y E IS!: 
inf,., [xy-f(x)]> -co} by f*(y)=inf,..[xy-f(x)] is said to be the 
(concave) conjugate functon off: 
LEMMA 2.7. Let f be a concave function defined on convex set D. Then 
(i) f * is a concave function and D* is a convex set; 
(ii) the conjugacy operation is involutive, i.e., (f *)* =f and 
(D*)*=D, fthe hypograph off, {(r,x)ERxD:r<f(x)), isclosed; and 
g ‘s inequality) f(x) +f *( y) d xy for every x E D and 
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3. SOME USEFUL RECURSIVELY DEFINED FUNCTIONS 
In this section are given definitions and properties of several special 
functions used in later results. The main objects of the section are the 
functions g and { g,}, =0 .,,..., and the constants (A,), =0,1 ,,,_, which are given 
in Definition 3.5 and developed in Lemma 3.7. Definitions 3.1 and 3.3 and 
Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4 are preliminary to work with these main objects. The 
results of this section are technical in nature; the reader may wish to skip 
much of this section and come back to these results when they are needed. 
In the following, fix p>l and q=p/(p-l), so that p-l+q-‘= 1. 
Functional dependence on p will be suppressed in this section. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The functions h and k are defined for 0 < y 6 1 by 
h(y)=pyP-‘-(p-l)yP and k(y)=(p-l)(yP-yP-‘I); the functions y 
and 6’ are defined for {(y,x):O<y, x<l} by y(y,x)=h(y)-x and 
B(.Y, x) = k(y) +x. 
The following facts concerning the functions h, k, y, and 8 are immediate. 
LEMMA 3.2. (a) h is a strictly increasing function mapping [0, l] onto 
co, 11; 
(b) k is strictly decreasing on [0, q-l] and strictly increasing on 
[q-l, 11, with k(O)=k(l)=O and k(q-‘)= -qep; hence 0( y, x)>O on 
((y,x):O<y<l, q-‘<xQl};and 
(c) h(y)+k(y)=yP-1=y(y,x)+f9(y,x)for all O<y, x<l. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let A=A”uA1, where d’=((y,x)~[O, 11’: 
y(y,x)=O} and A’=(( y, x) E [0, 112: 0 < y( y, x) < l}. The function 4 is 
defined on A by #(v,x)=O if (y, x)EA’, and 
( 
x 
) 
l/P 
4(Y> xl= 
(P- l)cY(Y~x)l-y- 11
if (y,x)~A’. 
The following properties of 4 are direct consequences of Lemma 3.2 and 
of the representations ad/ax = (1 - q) 0(y4- ‘, x)/( p( p - 1) 6-l) and 
t3~/ay=(q-1)xyp-2(1-y)6-‘, where Y = Y(Y, x), 4 = 4(y, x), and 
6 = 4p-1yq(y1-q - l)* (see Lemma 1 of [2]). 
LEMMA 3.4. (a) For (y,x)~A,O<4(y,x)<y; #(y,x)=O ifandonly if 
y(y,x)=O; and4(y,x)=y ifandonly ife(y,x)=O; 
(b) #(y, x) is strictly increasing in y on ((y, x): 0 <y, X-C 1; 
O<y(y,x)<l};and 
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(c) b( y, x) is strictly decreasing in x on A n {(y, x): 0 <y < 1, 
q-p<x< l}. 
DEFINITION 3.5. The function g is defined for 0 <x< q-p by g(x) = 
k-‘(-x), where k-r is the inverse function of klCqm~,ll; equivalently, 
g(x) = y, where y is the larger of the two roots of the equation f3( y, x) = 0. 
The functions ( g,}, =O,l,..., are defined recursively as follows: g, is defined 
for 0 <x< 1 by go(x) = 1, and for n = 1,2 ,..., g, is defined on 
D, = {XC (0, 11; (g,_,(x), x) E A} by g,(x) = & g,- ,(x), x). The constants 
{A,},=,,r ,___ are defined by A0 = 1, and for n = 1, 2 ,..., A, is the unique 
number satisfying one, and hence all, of the equivalent statements 
(0 gnMJ = 0; (ii) dg,- ,(A,), 4) = 0; 
or (iii) h( g,- ,(A,)) = A,. (3.6) 
The following properties of g, {g,}, and {A,} are almost all proved in 
Lemma 2 and Theorem 2 of [Z]; those results not appearing in [2] are 
proved in a straightforward way using these results and the calculus. 
LEMMA 3.7. (a) The function g is a strictly decreasing, strictly concave 
function from (0, q-p] onto [q-l, 1) which satisfies 
(i) g’= -(p--l)-’ [pgp-1-(p-l)gp-2]-‘; 
(ii) lim,,,g’(y)= -(p-l))’ andlim,,,-pg’(y)= --co; and 
(iii) g(y)<l-(p-l)P’yforaZlyE(O,qPP]. 
(b) The functions { g,}n,O ,,,,,,, and constants {A,},=o,l ,___, satisfy 
(i) 1 =AO=A, > ... >A,>A,+, > ... >lim,A,=qVP, and 
lim,n2i3(A, - q-p) = (2nzq1 -3P)‘/3; 
(ii) for each n = 1, 2,..., the domain D, of g, is precisely (0, A,,]; 
(iii) for each XE(O,A,+,], l>g,(~)>g,+~(x); for each 
xE (0, q-p], 1 =g,(x)>g,(x)> ..* >g,(x)>g,+,(x)> ... >lim,g,(x)= 
g(x); 
(iv) for each (y,x) with O<x<qPp andg(x)<y<l, 8(y,x)>O; 
for each x E (0, A,], e( g,(x), x) > 0; and 
(~1 lim,,, g,,(x) = 1; and if c, = lim,,, g;(x), then cO= 0 and 
c,=-(1+(p-1)2c~~,)/(2(p-l))forn=1,2,.... 
The following functions are basic to the description of the extremal dis- 
tributions in Section 7 (see Definition 7.1). 
DEFINITION 3.8. For each n = 1, 2 ,..., the functions s, and t, are defined 
for AE (0, A,,) by 
683/18/2-6 
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and 
LEMMA 3.9. The functions s, and t, satisfy the following properties: 
0) s,(A)=(l-g,(A))l(g,(A)Cy(g,-1(A),A)1-4-11}, andt,V)= 
g”(A)Y(g”-l(A)> WY; 
(ii) t,s,+g,(l-s,)=l, and thus s,=(l-g,)/(t,-g,); 
(iii) t, > 1 and 0 <s, < 1; 
(iv) lim A\.,,tn(A)= 1 and lim A 7 A,tn(A) = 00; and lim, ,,s,(A) = 
,Y- l) 
c, and lim A ra.~,(A) = 0, where c, is gioen in Lemma 3.7(b)(v); 
(v) lim,t,(A) = 1 = lim,s,(A). 
ProoJ: Observe that (iii) follows from Lemma 3.7(b)(iv); the second 
limit of (iv) follows from 
lim P(A) = lim gP(A)/y~Iz’)P(A) 
ArA. n ArA, * 
= lim A/{(p- l)(yAIT(A)- l)yA4:;‘P(A)} 
APA. 
Ali A/{(p-l)(l-y::Z:(A))yjp~~“P-l)(A))=oO, 
n 
where y”-*(A) = y( gnPz(A), A); and (v) follows from Lemma 3.7(b)(iii) 
and Definition 3.5 (0( g(A), A) = 0). The other results in the conclusion are 
straightforward. 1 
EXAMPLE 3.10. For n = 2 and p = 2, functions and constants defined in 
this section are given as follows: h2( y)=2y-y*; &(y, x)= 
C-4Wzb9-x)-1 - 1)l”‘; g,,2(A)~lforO<A~1;g,,2(A)=(1-A)1~2for 
O<A<l; g2,2(A)={A[A+(1-(1-A)‘~2)2]~‘-A}’~2 for O<A<3/4; 
A,,* = 1 = A I,* and A*,* =3/4; t,,2(A)=(1-A))1/2 for O<A<l; and 
s,,,(A)=A-1(1-A)1~2(1-(1-.4)‘~2)forO<A<1. 
4. PROPHET REGIONS FOR pth ABSOLUTE MOMENTS OF 
MARTINGALES: THE FINITE SEQUENCE CASE 
The objective of this section is to define and explicitly identify the 
prophet regions and their upper boundary functions for the collection of 
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finite sequences { 1 Y, I p ,..., 1 Y, _ 1 1 p}, where Y,, ,..., Y,, _ 1 is a martingale, for 
each p > 1 (Definition 4.2 and Theorems 4.18 and 4.23). As a consequence 
of these results, families of sharp inequalities are obtained for the given 
collection of processes (Theorem 4.27). The section proceeds as follows. 
First, definitions are given of the main regions and functions %&, %,,p(x), 
!Pn,p(x, y), and ul,*,(a; x), and of auxiliary regions and functions. Second, 
the conjugate functions of the upper boundary functions are identified 
(Theorem 4.15). Third, conjugate function theory is applied to give the 
upper boundary functions and regions (Theorems 4.18 and 4.23). 
First, we give appropriate definitions and terminology. For each 
n = 1, 2,..., denote 
JK= {(Yo,..., Y, - 1 ) : { Yi, q} i = 0 ,._., n- 1 is a martingale }, 
J&(t)= {(Y,,..., Y,P,)~Mn: Yo=t}, foreach WEIR. 
(4.1) 
DEFINITION 4.2. For each p 2 1 and n = 1,2,..., the prophet region %,,p is 
the set of ordered triples in R3 given by 
and 
z=E( max (Yjlp)forsome(Y,,..., Y+,)E~~}. 
j<n-1 
The upper boundary function Y,,p is defined for 0 d x 6 y by Yn,p(x, y) = 
suP{~:kY,d@%7,p}. 
To identify %!,,p, it suffices to explicitly represent %n!n.p(x), the x-section of 
%,,p, for each x 2 0. Observe that 
~~,p(~)=((y,z)~[W2:y=El Y,-,JPandz=E(im;xI ( Y,lp) 
for some (Y,,..., Y,P,)E&HwithEJ YOIp=x}; 
and also note that 
Ul,,p(x,Y)=suP{z:(Y,z)E~~,p(x)} 
=sup(E( max ( YjIp):E ( Y,,IP=xand 
j<n-1 
El Y,-,IP=yfor(YO,..., Y,-I)EJLCn}. 
Let !Pzp(a; x) denote the (concave) conjugate function of YH !P,,p(x, y), 
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for each x20, as given in Definition 2.6; and observe that from the 
definitions it is immediate that V& has representation 
Y&(LZ;x)=inf{aE( Y,-lIP-E(i~;xl (Yjl”): 
( ycl,..., Y,~,)E~~withEIYo(P=~). (4.3) 
To assist in identification of these regions and functions, we introduce 
the auxiliary region 4,,,(t) defined for t E Iw by 
@n.p(t)= ((~,z):y=El Y,-,IPandz=E(,~;~l I Yjl”) 
for some (YO ,..., Ynel)~AJt)), (4.4) 
and let p,Jt,~) denote the associated upper boundary function and 
‘?z,p(a; t) denote the corresponding conjugate function; thus, 
~“,,k Y) = sup{E( max I YjIP):y=EI Yn-rlp 
j<n-I 
for ( Y,,..., K-1h4l(~)L 
!F~,(a;t)=inf{aEl Yn-,lP-E(jFnax, I yjlp): 
( yo,..., Ld-%zw). 
(4.5) 
These regions and functions are homogeneous in the variable t. In par- 
ticular, if we denote 
Khp = %r,p( l), 
4+,,,(Y) = R,p(lt Y), 
c,p(4 = F’,*.,b; 113 
(4.6) 
then it follows from the definitions that 
%,pw=14P%i,p; 
Q~~,~~=l~lPJln,p~Yll~lP~~ 
E,,(a; t) = I t I p c,p(4 
(4.7) 
for all t > 0, for each p >/ 1 and n = 2, 3 ,.... 
The following lemma is used both in the verification of properties 
satisfied by the conjugate functions Yz,(u; x) (Theorem 4.15) and also in 
the application of conjugate function theory (Theorem 4.18). 
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LEMMA 4.8. For each p > 1, the regions C&, and @Jx) [@,J t), %&] 
are convex sets, and the functions Y,,Jx,y) [ !P,Jt, y), t,bn,J y)] are con- 
cave, continuous functions in variable y, for x < y, for each 0 < x. 
Proof: Convexity of the regions follows from use of randomized o-fields 
and the definition of martingale given in section two (cp. [12, 
Lemma 4.5 3). Concavity of the upper boundary functions in the variable y 
is immediate from the convexity of the regions. Continuity of the upper 
boundary functions in the variable y follows from the concavity of the 
functions, together with Lemma 2.5. i 
Next, we identify the conjugate functions !P&(a; x) (Theorem 4.15). This 
result is based on the following auxiliary defimtion and lemma. 
DEFINITION 4.9. For each p > 1 and n = 1, 2 ,..., the function #,Js, t, A) 
isdefinedfor Itl<lsl andO<A<l by 
~Js, t,A)=inf{E[I Y,lp-A max {Is(~, ( Yjlp>]: 
.i Cn 
The functions 4n,p, n = 1, 2 ,..., satisfy the optimality equations 
(4.10) 
~l,p(s,t,A)=inf(E[(t+X(P-Amax{Is(P, )t+X(P}]:EX=O}, 
4 *+ l,p(sy t, 4 = infL%L,,( max(lsl, It+XI), t+X,A)]:EX=O} 
(4.11) 
and have explicit representations given in the following lemma. This lemma 
was given as Theorem 1 of [2]; its statement and a brief outline of its proof 
are included for later references. 
LEMMA 4.12. Foreachp>l andn=1,2 ,..., 
Bn,p(S, t A)= ltlP-A IsIP if PI 6cMl.4 
=Pg,.p(A)P-’ I~lI~lp-‘-C~+~P-~~~,,p~~~Pll~IP 
if gn,,(41sl G IfI G I4 (4.13) 
for O<A,<A,,, and q5n,p(~, t, A) = -CC for A > An,p, where the functions 
( g,,p> and constants (A,,p} are given in Definition 3.5 and in (3.6), respec- 
tively. 
Proof: The proof is by induction. The theorem holds for n = 0 by defin- 
ing &(s, t, A)=ItIP-A IsIp. Assume (4.13) holds for n=k>O, and let 
O<AGA,, and, without loss of generality, t 2 0. Then, from (4.1 l), 
#k+I,p(~, t, A)=inf(EH,+,(Y):EY= t}, where 
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Hk+ltY)= I YIP-A IsIP if IA %MbL 
=P&(A)P-’ lsIP-l IYI - [A +(P-l)&(AYllslP 
if gkWl+4~l~14, 
=Y(g/ctA), AlI YIP if IA > I& (4.14) 
with y( y, x) given in Definition 3.1. From the theory of moments [ 111, the 
required infimum is given by the height, at x = t, of the lower boundary of 
the convex hull of the graph of Hk + r. Specification of the lower boundary 
is carried out in [2] and results in (4.13) holding for n = k + 1. 1 
THEOREM 4.15. Given any p > 1 and n = 2, 3 ,...: 
0) yU:,b; x) = pZ,( a;x’IP) for all UE[W and x20. 
(ii) If we let an,p = A;; for n = 1, 2,..., then 
C,,ta; xl = W,,(a) if a, - l,p d a 
=--co if a<a,p,,p,foreachx>O. 
The function $&(a), defined in (4.6), has explicit representation 
(4.16) 
~,*,p(a)=ahptg,-~,p(a-‘))-l for a>a,p,,p 
(4.17) 
=-a for a < a, ~ l,p. 
Here, the functions h, and g,- l,p and constants {A.,} are given in 
Definitions 3.1 and 3.5, and in (3.6), respectively. $I:,,, is a strictly concave, 
strictly increasing function on [a,- ,,r, co), mapping [a,-,,, 00) onto 
C-L a), and having bounds a - 1 - a,- , ,,<*,*.,(~)<a-1 for all 
a2a,-l,p; in addition, liim,,, a - 1 - tj:Ja) = 0. 
(iii) For each a > a,_ ,,p and x > 0, there is an (Y, ,..., Y,- 1) E M:, for 
whichE(Y0~P=xand!P&,(a;x)=aE(Y,-,IP-E(ma~~.-,IYjI P).Such 
an extremal sequence is given by Y, = x’Ip and Yj = x’lp Yj, for j = l,..., n - 1, 
where (Y, ,..., Yn,_ 1) is given in Definition 7.1 of the Appendix. 
Proof For the proof of part (i) (with x > 0), observe that, for all a E R 
and x>O, 
%p(a;x)=inf jEc”l Yn-Ilp-i~;~l I Yjlp I Y,,=y,)py,(dy,): 
i 
(Y,,..., Y,-,)o&‘&withEI YOlp=x 
I 
= inf !Pz,(a; yO) p ,(dy,) : Y, is a r.v. with E ( Y, ) p = x , 
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where the first equality follows from (4.3). Thus, 
ul,*,(a; x) = -co = !4?Qz; x”p) ifa<a,-,,*; 
and if a 2 a, _ l,p , from (4.7), 
y&,(a; x) = inf $&(a) 1 I y, I JJ p ,(dyo) : Y, is a r.v. with E ( Y, I JJ = x 
= $,*,(a) x = !P~p(a;xl’p). 
For part (ii), (4.16) is immediate from part (i) and (4.7). For expression 
(4.17), use (4.6), (4.5), and (4.10) to obtain I,&,(U) = u#,-~,J~, 1, a-‘), 
and then apply Lemma 4.12. For the properties of $,*,, proceed as 
follows. Concavity of $zp follows from Lemma 2.7 and 4.8. Since 
lim akan-#,pW= - 1 =vQ*~,~(L~,~) (from (3.6)) and limo7m~n*,Wl~= 1 
(from (4.17) and Lemmas 3.2 and 3.7) it follows that en*,, is continuous 
and strictly increasing on [a,_ ,,p, co ), with $,*,(c) > $,*,(l~) + (c - b) for 
a,-,,<b<c<aL Thus, ($n*,,)’ 2 1 on (a,- I,p, ~01, and $,*,(a) > 
a- l’-n,-,,p for all (~~a,-,,~. From Lemmas 3.2 and 3.7(b), the other 
bound that $,*,(a) < a - 1 for all a > a,- I,p follows. The proof of 
lim .+,~-1-tin*p@)=O follows from (4.17), hb(l)=O, and 
lima -+ co g,- l,Ja’l) = 1. The strict concavity of $n*, on [a,- I,p, 00) will be 
verified in the proof of Theorem 4.18. 
Part (iii) follows directly from part (i) and Theorem 7.6 of the Appen- 
dix. 1 
Conjugate function theory is now applied with the representations of 
Y& and I&, given in Theorems 4.15 and 7.6 to give explicit represen- 
tations of the upper boundary functions y&x, y) and regions +&,(x) in 
Theorems 4.18 and 4.23, respectively. 
THEOREM 4.18. Given any p > 1 and n = 2, 3 ,...: 
(i) YJx, y) = P&x”~, y) for all 0 6 x d y. 
(ii) If we let an,p = A;: for n = 1, 2 ,..., then 
K,p(xT Y) = XICln,p(Y/X) ify>x>O 
= 4 - 1.p Y ify>x=O. 
(4.19) 
The function t,b,,J y), defined in (4.6), satisfies t,bn,J 1) = 1 and has the follow- 
ing representations on ( 1, cc ) : 
(a) tin,p(~) =YA,~(Y) - ti,*,(~,,~(~)h where P,,~(Y) is the 
inverse function ofy = ($zp)’ (a); and (4.20) 
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(b) {( y, $,J y)) : y > 1 } is giuen parametrically by 
{(y,(a), z,(a)): axa,- ,I, where yn and z,, defined in 
(7.2), have explicit representations 
y,(a)=h(g,-,(a-‘))-a~‘h’(g,-,(a-’))g:,-l(a~’), 
z,(a)= 1 -h’(g,-,(a-‘))g:,-,(a-‘). 
(4.21) 
Here, the functions h = h, and g, _ 1 = g, _ I,p and constants {A,,} are given 
in Definitions 3.1 and 3.5, and in (3.6), respectively. The function tin,J y) is 
strictly increasing and strictly concave on [ 1, co ), has bounds y < tj,,,( y) < 
min{~,y,~,-ly+lj, and has asymptotic limit lim, _ ooan _, y + 
l-kp(Y)=O. 
(iii) For each (x, y) with 0 6x< y, there is constructible 
(Ylw., JL)-% for which E( YOIp=x, El Y,_lIp=y, and 
E(maxjc,- 1 I yj I “I= yn,p(X9 Y 1. 
Proof. For the proof of part (i), use Lemma 4.8, Theorem 4.15(i), and 
the involutive property of conjugate functions (Lemma 2.7(ii)). For 
part (ii), (4.19) is immediate from part (i) and (4.7). To obtain the 
representations of $n,p( y) in (4.20), observe first that 
~n,p(~)=(~n*,p)*(~)=inf(~~-~,*,(a):a,-l~a} (4.22) 
for each y > 1, from Lemmas 2.7 and 4.8. The inlimum in (4.22) occurs at 
a= a(y) satisfying y = (t~?*,,~)‘(a). This gives (4.20)(a); and (4.21) follows 
by applying (4.17). For the remainder of (4.20)(b), argue as follows. The 
tangent line to z = $n,p( y) (and WX,) at (jj, ensp( jj)) with slope a = 1(1:,,( 7) 
is uy - z = ujj - $n,p( J). Also for a = $b,p( y), ay,(a) - z,(a) = IC/*n,p(a) = 
ujj - IC/n,p( J) (from (7.9) and Definition 2.6) and (y,(a), z,(a)) E W”,p (from 
(7.2)). Thus at a = $L,p(y), we have (Y, hp( .?)I = (~~(4, z,(4), and 
(4.20)(b) follows. 
In the parametric representation of (4.20) (b), for y = y,(a), \c/k,p( y) = 
a > 0 and hence $n,p is strictly increasing. Furthermore, 51/i,p( y) = a3/S2,,(a), 
where ~,,(~)=h”(g,-,(~-‘))(g:,-,(~~‘))*fh’(g,-,(~-’))g::-,(a~‘), 
and thus IL;,(y). ($,*,)” (a) = 1 for all (I,- 1 <a, 1 <y. Since .JIi,, and 
(I/J,*,)” are both continuous over this region, it follows that 1(1:,,(y) > 0 and 
($,*,)” (a) > 0 for all aI, _ 1 < a and 1 c y; that is, IC/n,p and +n:, are strictly 
concave. Next, observe that lima,a,-, y,(a) = 00 (from (7.5) (ii)); and 
lim o\.o.-,a~,(a)+ 1 -z,@)=lim,,.n-, ah( g,- l(a-l)) = 0 (from (4.21) and 
(3.6)). Thus ~+G,,~(y)<q-~y+l for all y>,l, and lim,,,a,-,y+l- 
tiRp( y) = 0. Since the line z = a, y is tangent to z = $,J y), we also have 
kp( Y 1 G 4 Y- 
For part (iii), suppose first that 0 -C x < y. If x =y, then take Yj* = 1 
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a.e. for all j= 0 ,..., n - 1. If x <y, then for a = p,,J y/x) (where P,,~ 
is the- inverse function of y = (I,&&)’ (a)), construct martingale 1 
as in Definition 7.1. By using Theorem 7.6, obtain that 
$‘.[;):&I Y _ IP-E(maxjS+, 1 Y.1”) y/x=y,(a)=El E _ Ip. and 
~~~(y/X)=Z,(an)~E(maXj..- 
Yj = x’IpFj 
1 I YjI p).‘Dekne martingale Y,,,:., ‘Y,,’ 1 by 
for j = O,..., n-l. Then EIYoIP=x, EIY,-,IP=y, and 
E(maXj..- I I Yjl") = xIcln,,(Y/x) = yn,p(X, Y), from (4.19). 
Finally, assume that 0 = x <y. First, construct martingale yO,..., yn,_ 2 
as in the previous case so that Y, - ( y/yn- ,(a,- ,,P))“p, E 1 y,,- 2 1 p = y, 
and E(maxjG.-, I FjlpP)=an-~,pY (use that y, _ 1 (a, _ l,p) satisfies 
ICI,-l,p(~n-~(~,-~,p))=~,-l,p~,~,(~,-~,p). Next define (Yo~...~ Y,-,) by 
Y,=O, and P((Y, ,..., Yn-,)= +(YO ,..., Y,-,))=$ Then (Y,, ,..., Y,-,)E 
An, El Yoip=O, El Y,-llp=y, and E(max,,,-, 1 YjIP)=an-,,py= 
yn,p(O,~), from (4.19). I 
THEOREM 4.23. Given any p > 1 and n = 2, 3 ,...: 
(i) +2n,p(x) = @n,p(x”p)for all x > 0. 
(ii) For x > 0, f&“‘,.,(x) = xW~,~, where region Wn,p, defined in (4.6), has 
representation 
wn,p= {(y,z): 1 dY<Z~lcl,P(Y)~. (4.24) 
(iii) @“JO) has representations %n,p(0) = U.rao@n- I.~(X) and 
~~,p(0)=((y,z):O~Y~z~~n-l,Y}. (4.25) 
Proof. For x > 0, parts (i) and (ii) follow directly from the definitions 
and Theorem 4.18. For part (iii), first observe that @:,- I,p(t) = &&- I,p( - t) 
for all tE R from (4.7), and that U,EW4?n--1,P(t)= Ut20%,,-l,p(t)= 
((y,z):O~y~~,<a,_,,~y} from (4.7), parts (i) and (ii), and 
Theorem 4.18. To complete the proof it is shown that 
@l:,,(O) = u %-I,,(t). 
rsc4 
(4.26) 
First, let (y, z) E en- r,p(t) ,for some t E R, so that there is some 
( yo,..., Yn-z)eMnn-z(t) for which Y,z t, El Yn-zlp=y, and 
E(maxj s n - z I Yj] “) =z. Define (zO ,..., z,- 1) E Am- ,(O) by 2,-O, and 
JY(Z, ,**., Zn-,)= f(Y, ,..., Y,-J)=$, so that EIZ,-,lP=y and 
E(maxj c n - 1 I Z, I “) = z; thus (y, z) E @n,p(O). Next, let (y, z) E &p(O); 
then for some (Y,,..., Yn-I)E4-l(0), (y,z)=(El Yell’, 
E@ax, G n - I I yjlp)) = l(E(I Yn-,Ip I Yi=t), E(maxl,i4n-l I yjlp I 
Y, = I)) ,u,,,(dt), and thus (y, z) equals the average, under a probability -. 
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measure, of points in region u (E w  &,, - 1J t). From convexity of the region, 
it follows that ( y, z) E UI E w  en- ,,,(t), and (4.26) is proved. 1 
The following inequalities are consequences of the representations of the 
functions and regions in Theorem 4.15, 4.18, and 4.23, together with 
Young’s inequality (Lemma 2.7(iii)) applied with conjugate functions 
Y&X, y) and Y&(a; x). For inequalities (4.28) and (4.29), see also [2]. 
THEOREM 4.27. Given any p > 1 and n = 2,3 ,..., al\ martingales Y, ,..., 
Y, _ 1 satisfy 
if the expectations are finite, for each Q > a,,- L,P, where $& is given in 
(4.17). In particular, 
(4.29) 
if P(maxj..- 1 ( Yj[ > 0) > 0 and the expectations are finite. All martingales 
Y 0 ,..., Y,-, also satisfy 
E(yf_x, lYjI”)GEl YoI~*~CI.,~(EI Y,-II~IEI Yol’) (4.31) 
‘6 
if P( 1 Y0 { > 0) 7 0 and the expectations are finite, where $ns is given in 
(4.20). The constants (u,,~> are given as in Theorem 4.15. All inequalities 
(4.28)-(4.31) are sharp. Equality is attained by non-trivial martingales in 
(4.28) for each ~>a,-,,~, and in (4.29) and (4.31). 
Proof: Inequality (4.28) follows directly by applying Young’s inequality 
(Lemma 2.7(iii)) with conjugate functions Y,Jx, y) and Y&,(u; x), for 
each ~20. Inequalities (4.29) and (4.30) follow, respectively, by consider- 
ing iines z = a,,py and z = a,- I,p y +x relative to region en,,(x), for each 
x > 0. The inequalities (4.28~(4.30) are sharp and equality is attained in 
(4.28) and (4.29), from part (iii) of Theorems 4.15 and 4.18. Inequality 
(4.30) is strict (if the expectations are finite), since z -C a, _ Ip y + x for all 
( y, z) E CZ?&,(X). Inequality (4.3 1) follows directly from Theorems 4.18 and 
4.23. 1 
EXAMPLE 4.32. (Continuation of Example 3.10). Let n =p = 2. Then 
t+@,(u)=u[2(1 -u-‘)‘/~- l] for a> 1, and= -co for ur.1; e&y)= 
2”[1+y+((l+y)*-4)“*] for y>l; and “ly;,,=((y,z):l<y< 
z < J12.*( y)}. Also, y =Z $2,2(y) < min((4/3) y, y + l}. The T.V.? iio,*(u), 
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Y&a) of Definition 7.1 are Y&a) = 1, and Y,,,(a) = (1 - a - ‘) - “’ with 
probability a( 1 - u-‘)~‘* (1 - (1 - a-‘)‘/*), and = (1 - u-i)‘/* otherwise. 
Theorem 4.27 gives that all martingale pairs Y,,, Y1 satisfy the (sharp, 
attained) inequalities E(max Y& q) + $&(u) EP, < uEE, for each a > 1; 
E(max Y& Yf> 6 (4/3) Eq?; and E(max I$, q)<2-‘{Efi+Eq+ 
[ (EYZ, + EY;)* - 4(Ec)*] ‘I*}, if the expectations are finite. 
Remark 4.33. A gambling interpretation of inequality (4.28) is given as 
follows. (i) a, _ I,P < a < u~,~ : the gambler’s optimal return is at least l/u that 
of the prophet’s, if a handicap of --@&(a) E 1 YO 1 JJ is imposed on the 
prophet; (ii) a = u~,~ : the gambler’s return is at least l/~,,~ that of the 
prophet’s; and (iii) u,,~ < a: even if the additional amount of 
$,*,(a) E 1 YO 1 p is added to the prophet’s total return, it will still be the case 
that the gambler’s optimal return is at least I/a that of the prophet%. 
5. PROPHET REGIONS FOR pth ABSOLUTE MOMENTS OF 
MARTINGALES: THE INFINITE SEQUENCE CASE 
In this section it is shown that the prophet regions and upper boundary 
functions for the collections of finite sequences { 1 Y,, 1 p,..., 1 Y, _ ,I P>, where 
Y o,..., Y,- I is a martingale (from Section 4), converge as n + cc to the 
prophet region and upper boundary function, respectively, for the collec- 
tion of infinite sequences { ( Yj(p}j,o,l,,,,, where Y,, Yi,... is a martingale 
(Theorems 5.17 and 5.21). Explicit representations of the limiting upper 
boundary function are given (Theorem 5.17). To obtain these results, we 
introduce and identify the conjugate function of the limiting upper boun- 
dary function (Theorem 5.1 l), and then apply conjugate function theory. 
As a consequence of these results, families of sharp inequalities are deduced 
for the limiting collection of processes (Theorem 5.24). 
The prophet region and upper boundary function for the limiting collec- 
tion of processes are defined as follows. Let 
A= {(Yo, Y, ,... ): {Yi,&‘)i=o,l ,.,, isamartingale}, and 
A(t)= {(Y,, Yl,...)EA: Y0=t}, for each t E R. (5.1) 
DEFINITION 5.2. For each p 3 1, the prophet region 43$ is the set of 
ordered triples in R3 given by 
%‘P={(~,~,~):~=EJYoIP,y=~~pEIYiIP,and 
i20 
z=E(supI Yilp)forsome(Yo, Y,,...)eA}. 
j>O 
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The upper boundary function !PP is defined for 0 <x< y by 
yh,Y)=~uP{z: (.TY,4+J. 
To identify %& it s&ices to explicitly represent %Jx), the x-section of 
aP, for each x > 0. Observe that 
$$,(~)={(y,~):y=supE~Y~~~andz=E(sup~Y~~~) 
J&O j > 0 
for some (Y,, Y1 ,... )EJwithEl YoIp=x} 
=((y,z):y=supEIYjIPandz=E(supIYilP) 
for soL;Y,, Y1,...)~A(xl&Y (5.3) 
and that Iu,(x, y) = sup (z: ( y, z) E 9&(x)} and also 
J>o 
supEJ YiIP=yfor(Yo, Y,,...)E~‘) 
jr0 
=SUp(E(SUpIYjIP):SUpEIYjlP=Y 
jr0 j2.0 
for ( Y,, Y ,,...) E A(x”~)}, (5.4) 
where the second equalities of (5.3) and (5.4) are proved as in part (i) of 
Theorems 4.18 and 4.23. 
Let !?‘:(a; x) denote the (concave) conjugate function of ye YJx, y), 
for each x > 0, constructed as in Definition 2.6; and observe that 
Y~(a;x)=inf(asup E I YjIp--E(sup I Yjlp): 
i>O j*O 
(Y,, Y,,...)EAwithEI Yolp=x} 
=inf{asupEl YjlP-E(sup I YjIp): 
jB0 jr0 
(Yo, Yl,...) E Jw”p,>, (5.5) 
where the second equality is proved as in Theorem 4.15 (i). 
Identification of the conjugate function c and region SP in 
Theorems 5.11 and 5.21 is based on the following auxiliary definition and 
lemma. 
DEFIN~ON 5.6. For each p 2 1, the function bp(s, t, A) is defined for 
JtJfJsJ andO<A<l by 
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dP(S, t,A)=inf{supEl YjIP-AAE(SUp {[SIP, ) Yjl’}): 
iZ0 
(Y,, Y’)... )E&J. (5.7) 
Representations and properties of #P which we use later are given in the 
following lemma. Recall the functions {g,} and {4,,P} were given in 
Definitions 3.5 and 4.9, respectively. 
LEMMA 5.8. Given any p > 1, then 
(i) dP(s, t, A) = limn4,,&, t, A); and the sequence &r(s, t, A), 
n = 1, 2,..., is strictly decreasing in n for 0 < A < qwp unless s = 0, 
(ii) cjp has explicit representation 
&,(s, t,A)= ItIP-A IsIp if Itl Gg(ANsl 
=~~,~~~P-‘I~lI~IP-‘-C~+~~-~~~,~~~PII~lP 
if gp(4l4~l~l~l~l (5.9) 
for O<A<qqp, andd,(s, t, A)= --oo for qpP<A; and 
(iii) the function bp satisfies the optimality equation 
bp(s, t, A)=inf(E[ti,(max(JsI, (t+XI), t+X, A)]:EX=O); (5.10) 
for each 0 <A 6 q-p, X= 0 is the unique (a.e.) solution of (5.10) feither (a) 
s=O, or (b) s#O and either ItI<g(A)(s( or Isldltl; and (5.10) has 
infinitely many solutions if g(A)1 s 1 < 1 t ( < ( s ( . 
Proof: From Lemma 4.12, Definitions 4.9 and 5.6, and properties of 
martingales, it follows that 4p(s, t, A) = limn&,p(s, t, A) for all p > 1. Fix 
p > 1. Observe that in fact the sequence dn,p(~, t, A), n = 1, 2 ,..., is strictly 
decreasing in n for 0 < A < qep unless s = 0 (from Lemma 4.12 and 3.7(b)). 
It follows from Lemma 4.12 and part (i) that 4&, t, A) has representation 
(5.9). From standard conditioning arguments it follows that 4, satisfies 
optimality equation (5.10). 
We determine the random variables X attaining the inllmum in (5.10). 
We may assume O<A<q- p. For s = 0 (and hence t = 0 also), random 
variable X attaining the inlimum in (5.10) satisfies 0 =4,(0,0, A) = 
E[4,(lXl, 1x1, A)]=#,(l, 1, A)EIXIP and EX=O; thus, XrO a.e. We 
assume s#O. From (5.9) and (5.10) we obtain 4p(s, t, A) = 
inf(EH(Y):EY=It]}, where H(x)=(~(~--Alsl~ for Ixl<g,(A)lsl,= 
pgp(A)P-’ IsIp-’ 1x1 -CA +(p- l)gV)PIl~IP for g(A)lsl< IxI,< Isl, 
and=y(g(A), A)Jx)j’ for JsI < 1x1. From the theory of moments [ll], the 
required infimum is given by the height, at x = I t 1, of the lower boundary 
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of the convex hull of the graph of H. However, H is convex and so 
#Js, t, A) = H(I t I) (giving another proof of (5.9)). It follows as in the 
proof of Theorem 7.6 that if X is a random variable attaining the inlimum 
in (5.10), then for It(<g(A)IsI or Isl<ltl, Y=Xftisconcentratedat t 
and thus X=0 a.e.; and for g(A)(s( < (t( < (~1, Y= (X+ tl is any random 
variable taking values in [g(A)(s(, lsl] with EY= (t (, and thus (5.10) has 
infinitely many solutions. 1 
As a corollary to Lemma 5.8 we obtain part of the following theorem 
characterizing !Pz. 
THEOREM 5.11. Gioen any p > 1, then 
(i) u/,(a; x) = lim, !P&(a; x); and the sequence !P&(u; x), n = 2, 3,..., 
is strictly decreasing in n tf 0 < x and qp < a. 
(ii) for each x B 0, 
!?;(a; x) = xl@(u) if qP<u, 
(5.12) 
=--co if a<qP, 
where $;(a) := !P:(a; 1) has representation 
tj,*(u)=uh,(g,(u-‘))- 1 =a(gJu-‘)) p-1 if qPGa, (5.13) 
C-W if u<qp. 
The function $,* is strictly increasing and strictly concave on [qp, CD)), maps 
[qp, co) onto [q, 00 ), and has bounds 
a+q-qPW\C/p*( ) a ~min{u-l,a[l-(p-l)~lu-l]P~l} foruflqP<a. 
(5.14) 
(iii) For each x > 0 and qp 6 a, the infimu of (5.5) for Yz(a; x) are not 
attained. 
Proof. Fix p> 1. The results of part (i), (5.12) and (5.13) are 
immediate consequences of (5.5), (5.7), and Lemma 5.8(i), (ii). If 
Lemma 3.7 and Theorem 4.15 are used with these results, then it follows 
that $,* is strictly increasing and concave on [qp, co), maps [qp, co) onto 
[q, co), and has bound $,*(a) < a - 1 for all qp < a (strict concavity will be 
proved later in the proof of Theorem 5.17). The lower bound of (5.14) 
follows since t&(qP) =q, +f is increasing and concave on [qp, oo), and 
lim .+,($,*)’ (a)= 1 (from (5.13) and Lemma 3.7(a)); the other upper 
bound of (5.14) also follows from (5.13) and Lemma 3.7(a) (observe that 
u-1<a[l-(p-1)-1u-‘]P~1forallqP~uifandonlyp>2). 
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For part (iii), fix x > 0 and qp G a and let (Y,, Y,,...) EA with 
El YolP= X. We may assume Y,= u= xllp and that Y, is not identically 
equal to U. Then, if A!, = Y, - Y,,, 
asupE) YjJ”-E(sup 1 Y,l”) 
j*o i>O 
2~ 4,(max(lul, lu+x,I), ~+x~,a-‘)~~,(dx,) s 
>u(dp(u, 24, a-‘)= Y/y@; x), 
where the strict inequality follows from Lemma 58(iii). 1 
In order to use Theorem 5.11 to identify upper boundary functions Yp 
and prophet region qp(x) via conjugate function theory, we prove the 
following lemma, an extension of Lemma 2.5 to the infinite sequence case. 
LEMMA 5.15. Given any p I=- 1 and sequence of martingales 
(YO& Yl,kY. )cA’(l), k= 1, 2 ,..., satisfying .su~~,~E/ Yj,kl’< CO for each 
k=l, 2,..., and lim,supjaOEl Yj,,klP=l, then limkE(supj,, ) Yj,,Ip)= 1. 
Proof. First, observe that, for each n= 1, 2,..., E(maxjC,, 1 YjklJ')< 
1+2.(2P-l)E(max,GjC. )Yj~-1~p)~1+2~(2P-l)U,,E(Y,,~11~P, 
where the first inequality follows from Lemma 2.3(b) (and p > I), the 
second inequality from inequality (4.29), and a,,r = An;; with {An,p} given 
in Definition 3.5. Now, let n -+ co, and use Lemma 3.7(b)(i), to obtain 
E(SUp)Yj,,k)P)~l+2~(2P-1)~PSUpE~Yj,~-1~P~ (5.16) 
j,o jr1 
Finally, let k -+ 0~) in (5.16), and observe that lim, supja 1 E 1 Y,, - 1 / p = 0 
from Lemma 2.4, to obtain the conclusion. 1 
THEOREM 5.17. Given any p > 1, then 
(i) for 0 <x = y and n = 2, 3 ,..., Yp(x, y) =x = Yl,,p(x, y); and for 
0 <x < y, the sequence Y&x, y), n = 2, 3 ,..., is strictly increasing to Y,(x, y) 
asn-tco. 
(ii) The function Yp is given by 
YpCx, Y) = xtip( Y/X) for 0 < x G Y, 
=qpy for O=x<y, 
(5.18) 
where ICI,(y) := Yr( 1, y) is a continuous, concave function on [ 1, oo), maps 
[ 1, 00 ) onto [ 1, 00 ), satisfies $,( 1) = 1, and has the following representations 
on (1, 00): 
tip(Y) =YPp(Y) - bqQp(Y)), (5.19) 
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where p,(y) is the inverse function of y = ($,*)’ (a); and {( y, $I,( y)) : 1 < y > 
is given parametrically by {(y,(a), z,(a)): qp < a}, where y, and zP are the 
functions on (qp, co ) given by 
y,(a)=limy,,~(a)=(g(a-‘))P-‘+~~1(pg(a~’)-(p-1))~‘, 
” 
(5.20) 
z,(a)=limz,,P(a)=(pg(a-‘)-(p-l)))’, 
n 
where functions ( Y,,~} and { z,,r } are identified in in (7.2), (7.4), and (4.21). 
The function JI, is strictly increasing and strictly concave on [l, co), has 
bounds y < tj,( y) < qpy - q, and has asymptotic limit lim,,, qpy - 
4-Iclp(Y)=O. 
(iii) For x #y, the suprema of (5.4) for !PJx, y) are not attained. 
Proof Fix p > 1. The result that lim, !P,,Jx, y) < YJx, y) for all 
0 <x < y follows from elementary properties of martingales; and the result 
that the sequence Y,Jx, y), n = 2, 3,..., is strictly increasing for each 
0 <x <y follows from Theorem 5.1 l(i), Lemma 2.7(ii) (and Lemma 5.15), 
and Theorem 4.18. To prove that lim,Y,Jx, y) > YJx, y) for each 
O< x < y, argue as follows. Choose {( Y,,k, Yl,k ,... )},= r,* ,,__ c A with 
E) YO,klP=~ and s”Pj20El Yj,klP=Y for each k = 1, 2,..., and 
limk /* E(suPj>Cn I Yj,k I”) = ul,tX, Y 1. Then for each k = 1, 2,..., 
(YO,kY..~ y,- 1.k) E A” with El YO,k(P=~, and y,,,:=El Y,-,,,[” /* y and 
z 
Gk 
:=E(maxjG.-, I Yj,k(P) /* z,:=E(supj.,(Yj,kIP) as n-+00. Since 
n,k, zrk) and (z,, zk) are in +&,(x), and %,Jx) is convex (from 
Theorem 4.23 and Lemma 4.8), it follows that for each k = 1, 2,..., there 
is a sequence 
EI~o,k(P=X, EI~~‘k’-*‘:y P 
n-l&=;;,... with_ (%O.k,..., yn-Lk)E$ii 
hm, /* E(maxjG.-, i”Yj,~ip)=zk. 
,<n-1 I Yj,kIPK yn,ptx?Y)r 
Thus, letting n -+ co, we obtain 
E(supjao I Yj,k ( “) f lim, Yllp(x, y); and, letting k -+ co, we conclude 
YJx, y) f lim, YYn,p(~, y), as desired. Thus, part (i) is proved. 
Representation (5.18) for Yp follows from Theorems 4.18 and 5.11 and 
Lemma 3.7(b). The function II/, is concave on [ 1, cc ) and continuous on 
(1, co) (from convexity of %p(1)); $,(l) = 1 (from Theorem 5.4); and 
lim,,ltiptl)= 1 tf rom Lemma 5.15 and (5.4)). Hence, the conjugate 
duality of $, and $, , * Definition 2.6, and Lemma 2.7 can be used with 
(5.13) and Lemma 3.7, as in the proof of Theorem 4.18, to obtain that tip 
has representations (5.19) and (5.20); that I,$, is strictly increasing and $, 
and $,* are strictly concave on [ 1, oo), and that the lower bound in (5.14) 
gives the upper bound t/~,(y) < qPy - q. Since lim,,@ y,(a) = co and 
lim n,~uy,(a)-z,(a)=q, from (5.20) and Lemma 3.7(a), it follows that 
this upper bound is a strict inequality and lim,,, qpy - q - t,k,( y) = 0. 
For the proof of part (iii) first assume 0 <x # y and suppose there is 
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some (Y,, Y,,...)E~ for which E( Y,,IP=x, supj~,,EI YilP=y, and 
E(SUpj,, / Yjl”) = !Pp(x, v). From Theorem 5.11 and parts (i) and (ii), we 
have Yp(x, y) =x$,( v/x) = x{ ri( v/x) - 9,*(S)} = 4~ - !?‘T(ci; x), where 
a=P,(Y/xbq ‘. Thus !P:(ci;~)=ci supj>oEI YjIP-EE(~~pjLo I Yjl’), a 
contradiction to Theorem 5.1 l(iii). Next, assume 0 = x # y and suppose 
there is some (Y,, Y,,...)E& for which El YOIp=O, SUPjroEl Yjlp=y, 
and E(supjaO /Yj/P)= Yp(O,y)=qpy. We have Y,=O (a.e.) and may 
assume Y, is not identically zero (a.e.). Using the strict upper bound for $,, 
from part (ii), we obtain the contradiction 
qpY = ypco, Y) = s E(sup I w  I p, I 5 I IJ I y, = w) p ,,(dw) j22 
< J,, I~l”~4”~Y~~~/l~lp~-~~ P&w+ jw=04pYwPyl(~~) 
=qPY-qEl Y,lP<qPy, 
wherey(w):=supj,,E(IYjJP( Yl=w). 1 
THEOREM 5.21. Given any p > 1. The regions {42~,p(x)>,=,,,,, 
[ (%,,p},, = 2,3,,,,] are strictly increasing (under containment) to S(xjL 
U,,2%,p(x)C~p= Un>2 @+J. The regions qp(x) and %p have represen- 
tations 
%p(x) = xwp if x>o, 
=((Y,z):o~Y,<z<qpy)u{(o,o)) if x=0; 
~p=((x,Y,z):o~x<y,<z<Yp(x,y)} 
LJ ((x,y,z)EIW3:O~x=y=t), (5.22) 
where Wp := %,,( 1) is given by 
(5.23) 
ProoJ Refer to Definition 5.2, (5.3), and (5.4), and use Theorems 5.17 
and 4.23. m 
The following theorem gives families of sharp inequalities which follow 
from Theorems 5.11, 5.17, and 5.21. The weak inequality form of (5.26) is 
known as Doob’s inequality [4, p. 3171; it was shown to be sharp in [S, 
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p. 3381. Inequality (5.26) and the weak inequality forms of (5.25) and 
(5.27) were given in [2]. 
THEQREM 5.24. Given any p > 1. Martingales Y,,, Y1,... satisfy 
E(sup I YiIP)-a(g,(a-‘))P-lEI Y,IP<a*supEI Yjlp (5.25) 
j>O j>O 
if P(SUpj,o \ Yj\ > 0) > 0 and the expectations are finite, for each a > qp, 
where gp is given in Definition 3.5. In particular, martingales Yo, Y, ,... satisfy 
E(sup I Yj/P)<qP.SUpEI YjlP 
j30 jP0 
and 
E(SUp 1 YjI”)+qE( YoIP<qP.SUpEI Yj(’ 
j > 0 i>O 
(5.26) 
(5.27) 
if P(supj., ( Yj( > 0) > 0 and the expectations are finite. Martingales 
yo, y1,... also satisfy 
E(sUP I Y~I”)GEl YoI~.J/~(suPEI YjlP/EI J’olp) (5.28) 
j > 0 jao 
if P(I Yol > 0) > 0 and the expectations are finite, where $, is given in 
Theorem 5.17(ii). All inequalities (5.25)-(5.28) are sharp. Inequality (5.28) is 
strict if also El YoIp<~~pjao EJ YjI’. 
Proof Inequality (5.25) follows directly by applying Young’s inequality 
(Lemma 2.7(iii)) with conjugate functions vl,(x, y) and Y:(a; x), for each 
y > x 2 0, observing that the upper boundary function z = U,(x, y) is not in 
the region qp(x) if y > x > 0, and applying Theorems 5.11 and 5.21. 
Inequality (5.26) follows from Theorem 5.21; and inequality (5.27) is 
obtained by considering the line z = qJ’y - qx relative to region ap(x) (see 
Theorems 5.17(ii) and 5.21). Inequality (5.28) follows from Theorems 5.17 
and 5.21; strictness follows from (5.22) and (5.23). 
To obtain martingales Y,, Y,,... for which equality is nearly attained in 
the inequalities (5.25)-(5.28), use the constructions of martingales of finite 
length given in part (iii) of Theorems 4.15 and 4.18, Theorem 4.27, and the 
limit results of Theorems 5.11, 5.17, and 5.21. 1 
Remark 5.29. To facilitate the proofs of convexity of the regions of 
Definitions 4.2 and 5.2, we defined martingales in Section 2 with respect to 
general increasing u-fields ($1. However, the identified regions of Sec- 
tions 4 and 5 also describe those regions similarly defined with respect to 
the smaller class of martingales { Yj} with a-fields {c( Yo,..., Yj)}. 
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6. PROPHET REGIONS FOR ABSOLUTE VALUES OF MARTINGALES, 
AND CONVERGENCE OF REGIONS AS p L 1 
In this section there are two objectives. First, the prophet regions en,i 
and %,, given in Definitions 4.2 and 5.2, are explicitly identified 
(Theorem 6.8). Second, the regions a&x) and a.(x) are shown to be 
increasing (under containment) as p decreases within (1, O-J); and the 
limiting unions are identified (Theorem 6.18). 
Characterization of the regions %n,l and %!i in Theorem 6.8 is based on 
several simple inequalities, given in Lemmas 6.1 and 6.4. Although the 
technique of proof of Sections 4 and 5, used to characterize regions in the 
p > 1 case, can also be used here, we use instead a simpler, more direct 
approach. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let n = 2, 3 ,.... Then all random variables Y,,..., Y,- 1 with 
P(maxj,k G n - I 1 Yj Y, 1 > 0) > 0 satisfy 
This inequality is sharp, in particular, within the class of non-trivial mar- 
tingales. 
Proof For inequality (6.2), use that maxi.“-, I Yjl < cJ’:d 1 Yj) for 
any random variables Y,,..., Y,- i , with strict inequality on the set 
i maxj,k Q n - 1 1 Yj Y, I > O> of positive probability. To verify sharpness of 
inequality (6.2) within the class of non-trivial martingales, consider the 
sequence (Y,,..., Y,-,)~&,(y) defined for L>l and y>O by 
Y. - y, and for i = l,..., n-l,P(Y,=O)Y,_,=O)=i,and 
P(Y,=L~Yi-l)Yi~,#O)=L-‘=l-P(Yj=O(Yi-I#O) 
(6.3) 
(see [8, p. 2851). Then E( Yjl = EYi= y for each j= 0 ,..., n- 1, and 
&maxi,,-,)Y,I)=(n-(n-l)L-‘)y. If L is chosen so that 
(n-l)y/L<a, then ny-.s<E(maxjsn-i I YjI)<ny=~j”;,jEI yil. 1 
The counterparts to inequalities (4.29) and (4.30) are now given for the 
p = 1 case. 
LEMMA 6.4. Let n = 2, 3 ,.... Then all martingales Y, ,..., Y,- 1 with 
P(maXjc,- I ( Yj I > 0) > 0 satisfy 
E( max ) Yjl)CnE( Y,-iI (6.5) j<n-I 
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and 
E(jytTl I YjI)-~lYOl<(~-l)~l Y,-, 1. (6.6) 
Inequalities (6.5) and (6.6) are sharp. 
ProoJ: Use inequality (6.2) and the martingale property to verify 
inequalities (6.5) and (6.6). The sharpness of inequality (6.5) can be proved 
using the martingales (6.3). To verify the sharpness of inequality (6.6), con- 
sider the sequence ( Y,,..., Y,- I )EA,,(x) defined for L> 1 and y>x>O by 
Y, z x; Y, = Ly, 0, and -Lr with probabilities pL- ‘, 1 - L- ‘, 
and qL-‘, where p=2-‘(l+xy-‘)=1-q; and for i=2,..., 
n-l, P(Y,=O(Yi-,=O)=l, and P(Y,=L~Y,~,(Y,-,= 
*L’-‘y)=L-‘=l-P(Y,=OI Yiel= fL’-‘y). (6.7) 
ThenEIY,I=~;E(Y~)=yforeachj=l,...,n-l;andE(max,.~,._,IY,l) 
= (x+(n-2)y)(l-L-‘)+yrx+(n-1)y as Lroo. 1 
THEOREM 6.8. For n = 2, 3 ,..., regions @,,1 and Q, , given in 
Definitions 4.2 and 5.2, have explicit x-section representations 
~~,,(x)={(y,z):x~y~z<(n-l)y+x} for x>O; (6.9) 
~~,l(o)={(Y,z):o~Y=z} if n=2, (6.10) 
={(y,z):O<y<z<(n-l)y)u{(O,O)) if n=3,4,..., 
%1(x)= {(y,z):x~y~z} for x > 0, 
={(Y,z):O<ydz}u{(O,O)} for x=0. 
(6.11) 
Proof: Representation (6.9) is straightforward from Lemma 6.4 and 
from convexity of the region en,r(x) (proved as in Lemma 4.8); the remain- 
der of the conclusion follows directly. 1 
Next, monotonicity and limiting behavior of the regions %,Jx) and 
%Jx) as p L 1 is identified in Theorem 6.18. Its proof is based on the 
following two lemmas. Recall that regions Wn,P and WP,, for p > 1, were 
given in (4.6) and (4.24) and in (5.23), respectively. Denote 
~~,l:=~~,l(l)={(y,z):l~y~z~(~-l)~+l}, 
q :=%1(l)= {(y,z): 1 <y<z), (6.12) 
from Theorem 6.8. 
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LEMMA 6.13. For any l<r<p<cq W&GW$,~CW~,, and W$G 
KC%. The sets Up,, Wn,p and U,, , 1 %$ are convex. 
Proof: Given any 16 r <p and a > a,, _ l,P = A;? I,P ; denote u = p/r (so 
that U> 1). For each k= l,..., n - 1, let g,, tk, and sk be given as in section 
three and denote q” k,p = t&,sk,p + gj&,( 1 - s~,~). Observe that 0 < ~1,~ < 1; in 
particular r&, < 1 follows from Lemma 3.9(ii) and Jensen’s inequality. 
Define the finite sequence of random variables ( YO,..., yR,_ r) as follows 
(cf. [3]): 
&)=l (6.14) 
PI = k C- I,p(a) with probability s, - ,,Ja) * 
* (l+ (~;-l,p(a))-‘Y2~ 
= +g:- l,p(a) with probability (1 -s,- I,p(a)). 
. (1 * (rl:- ,,p(a))-‘Y2 
and for each j= 2,..., n - 1, if Fj- 1 E ( kg,“- ,,,ia), 31 C- ,,Ja) g,“-,,(a),..., 
+t:-1,p (a)~~~t~-j+2,Ja)g~-j+I~Ja)}, then Yj= yj-1; and if Yj-l= 
- n-l,p(a)*.. t:-j+,,p(a), then + t ”  
Fj= Fj- 1. (+ t,“-j,p(a)) with probability s, -j,(a) * 
’ (1 k (V~-j,p(a))-‘Y23 
= Fj- 1’ (k&j,(a)) with probability (1 - s, ..j,P(a)) * 
’ (1 f (?,“-j,,(a))-‘)/2. 
Then (To,..., YV,-I)~dn(l); and (I For,..., I Y+,l’) has the same 
distribution as (Y{ ,..., Y:-,), where (Y, ,..., Y+,) is the martingale 
given in Definition 7.1. Also, 
(Efi-~, HmaXj..-, pip))= (Y,,J 
(E 1 Yn,-, (‘, E(maxj.._, 1 YjI’))= 
a ) , z,,Ja)). From (4.20)(b) it follows that 
the upper boundary {( y, $,,P( y)) : y > 1 } of %&, is contained in W&, and 
hence, by convexity of the regions, Wn,P E ?k$. The second string of con- 
tainments then follows from Theorems 5.21 and 6.8. Convexity of 
UP, 1 %&, and IJ,, , WP now follows from Lemma 4.8. 1 
LEMMA 6.15. The numbers an,p = A,$, where { A,,p } are given in 
Definition 3.5, satisfy the following: for 1 c r <p c co, an,p < an,r < n; and 
lim, \I 1 an,p = n. 
Proof: From Theorem 4.18 and Lemma 6.13 it follows that a,,, = 
z,,~(an,~)/Yn,~(an,p) G an,r = z,,(a,,)/y,,(a,,) G n, if 1 < r <P. For the limit 
result, observe first that 
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for each O<A<n-‘, 
(i) lim,, 1( g,,(A))P-l = 1 - nA; 
(ii) as p L 1, g,,JA) * 0, s&A) + 0, t,,(A) -+ ~0, and 
t,“;‘(A) --t 1; and 
(iii) lim,, ,s,,JA) t,,JA) = 1 (6.16) 
(For the proof of (6.16), part (i) follows by an induction argument; (ii) 
then follows from representations given in Definition 3.8 and Lemma 3.9(i); 
and (iii) follows from Lemma 3.9(iii).) The limit results of (6.16) are used 
with the recursion relations of (7.4) to obtain 
for every fixed a > n, F; y,Ja) = 1 and Fz z,,Ju) = n. (6.17) 
Thus, for any a > n, n = lim, \r 1 z,,P(a)/y,,P(a) < lim, \1 1 an,p < n, and the con- 
clusion follows. 1 
THEOREM 6.18. Given the regions a&.x) and @Jx) of Definition 4.2 and 
(5.3), for x20. Each of the collections {@,Jx)},, 1 and {%Jx)}~~ L 
increases (under containment) as p decreases within [ 1, co). 
U ~~,p(X)={(Y,z):x<y~z<(n-l)y+x}u{(x,x)} 
P>l 
=C!2n,l(x)- {(y, z):x=y<z<nxj, (6.19) 
u ~pcx,= KY, z): x-wsz} u ((4 xl> 
P>l 
=%1(x)-{(y,z):x=y<z}, 
for each x > 0, where f&(x) and %,(x) are identified in Theorem 6.8; and 
(6.20) 
where 4!&(O) and &r(O) are identified in Theorem 6.8. 
Proof: The increasing property follows from Lemmas 6.13 and 6.15, 
together with Theorems 4.23 and 5.21, and the fact that {qpjpb, is strictly 
increasing as p decreases within [ 1, co ), and limp \I r qp = co. The equalities 
in (6.19) follow from Theorems 4.23, 5.21, and 6.8, together with the proof 
of the x = 1 case, given as follows: 
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u ~,p=(tY,z):l<Y~z<t~-l)Y+l}u~tl,l)} 
P>l 
=wn,y-{(y,z): l=y<z<n}, (6.21) 
For the proof of (6.21), observe first that 
there are points {( y@), zCk)) jk= 1,2,.., in Up, 1 Wn,p with 
limk ytk) = 00 = lim,z@) and lim,(zCk) - l)/yCk’ = n - 1. (6.22) 
The claim (6.22) is proved by using lim, ~ o. a,- I,p y - 1 - $n,p( y) = 0 (from 
Theorem 4.18), limp L I a, _ l,p = n - 1 (from Lemma 6.15), and Lemma 6.13. 
It follows that {(y,z):l<y~z<(n-l)y+l)u{(l,l))cUp,lW~,p~ 
nJLTr, where the first inclusion follows from (1, 1) E Wn,p for p > 1, (6.17), 
(6.22), and the convexity conclusion of Lemma 6.13; and the second 
inclusion follows from Lemma 6.13. Next, observe that if 1 =y < z < n, then 
tYJwJ,>,Kr,p~ since $n,p( 1) = 1 for every p > 1. Hence, the represen- 
tation of Up, r W”,p in (6.21) is complete; the representation of U,, , Wp in 
(6.21) follows from Theorems 5.21 and 6.8. 
Finally, to prove the first equality in (6.20), use Theorem 4.23 and 
Lemma 6.15; for the second equality in (6.20), use Theorem 5.21. 1 
Remark 6.23. (i) D. Gilat has shown [6] that if S= (S,, &,...,) is a 
non-negative submartingale, then there is a martingale M,, Mz,..., for 
which (I M, 1, 1 Mz I,...,) has the same distribution as S. This result can be 
used to broaden the p = 1 results of this paper to hold for non-negative 
submartingales. In addition, the results of Sections 4, 5, and 6 show that 
such an equivalence in terms of pth absolute moments of martingales, p > 1 
fixed, is not possible. 
(ii) The results for the p = 1 case in Theorem 6.8 show that inequalities 
such as those of Theorem 5.24 do not carry over to the p = 1 case for 
infinite sequences of martingales. This is consistent with the example given 
by Neveu [ 14, p. 371 of a non-negative, integrable martingale Y,, Y1 ,..., for 
which EY, = 1 for all n = 0, l,..., and E(sup, Y,) = co. 
(iii) Prophet regions for the collection of uniformly bounded sequences 
of pth absolute moments of martingales have been characterized by the 
authors in the p = 1 case (see also [lo]); the p > 1 case is an open problem. 
APPENDIX: EXTREMAL DISTRIBUTIONS AND THEIR PROPERTIES 
In this section, we define the class of “conditionally two-valued” mar- 
tingales which are extremal for the prophet regions and inequalities of Sec- 
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tion 4. In the main result, Theorem 7.6, we show that these martingales uni- 
quely attain the inlimum of (4.5) for t&(a) = jt,*,(a; 1), for p > 1, and also 
uniquely attain the inlima within an associated set of optimality equations 
(a special form of (4.11)). This leads to a recursive procedure for evaluating 
** w  9 and to a set of equations satisfied by the functions {+n*,,}n= ,,2,,,,, 
Recall that functions s,,~ and t,,P were given in Definition 3.8. For 
notational simplicity, dependence upon p will be suppressed in the remain- 
der of this section, wherever possible. 
DEFINITION 7.1. Fix p > 1. For each n = 2,3 ,..., and each a > u,- , = 
AA, define the martingale YO,..., fn-, by Y,= 1, P(Y,=t,-,(a-‘))= 
s,-I(u-l)=l-P(P1=g,-l(u-l)); and for j=2,...,n-1, p(tj= 
~~ltn~j(u-l)) ~~~,=t,~,(u-‘)~~~t,~~+,(u-‘))=s,~~(u-’)=1-P(~~= 
Yj-i*g,-j(a-‘)l ~j-I=t.;l(u-l).‘.tn~j+l(U~l)); and P(Yj= Yj-11 Yj-1 
= g,-l(u-l)) = P(fj= Y,_,l E,-, = t,-‘(u-l)g,~,(u-l)) = P(Y,= 
~-lJYj_,=t,_,(u-l)...t ~~j+2(u~-1)g,-j+l(u-1))= 1. The associated 
a-fields are given by 5= a( Y1 ,..., Yj), for j = l,..., n - 1. 
For each n = 2, 3,..., denote the associated expectation functions 
y, = y,(u) and z, = z,(u) for all a > a, _ I by 
=(l-S,-l)g~-l+nfl [(jjl t,P-is,-i)(l-s.i)R:j] 
j=2 r=l 
n-1 
+ fl t,P-jS,-i, 
i=l (7.2) 
and let y, =~,(a) = 1 and z, =~,(a) = 1 for all a > 1. 
LEMMA 7.3. For p > 1 and each n = 2, 3,..., the expectation functions 
y, = y,,(u) and z, = z,(u), for a > a,- 1, satisfy recursive representations 
Yn=(l--s,-I)g,P-1+S,-lf~--lYn-l 
and (7.4) 
Z,=l-sS,-‘+S,_lt,P_IZ,-l, 
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and have limits 
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G) lima y m  y,(a) = 1 = lim, Y oo z,(a), and 
(ii) lima b a._, r,(a)/t,“s:(a-‘)=y,-,(a,~,)and 
lim a\,a,-cz,(a)/t,P_:(a-‘)=z,-,(a,-,); 
in particular, 
lim a \1 +, y,(a) = a = lima \I a,- ,z,(a). 
Proof Representation (7.4) follows directly from (7.2). The limits in 
(7.5)(i) follow directly from Lemmas 3.7(b)(iii) and 3.9(iv), and (7.4). Next, 
use (3.6) and Lemma 3.9(ii), (iv) to see that lima,.“-, gn-I(a-‘)=O, 
lim a\.on-,~n--l(a-l)=O, lima,,n-,t,-I(a-l)= ~0, and limo.,-,t,-,(a-‘)~ 
~,-~(a-‘)= 1; then use (7.4) to conclude (7.5)(ii). 1 
THEOREM 7.6. For each p > 1, n = 2, 3 ,..., and a > a,- 1 = A;? 1, the 
sequence fO,,..., f,, _ 1 of Definition 7.1 is the unique martingale which attains 
the infimum in (4.5) for y?&(a)= p&(a; i), so that 
and is the unique martingale which attains the infima in the optimality 
equationsof(4.11)withs=t=1andA=a-’,sothat,ifXj=Yj-Yj_,for 
j= l,..., n - 1, 
dl,p(L 1, a -‘)=EII1+R,IP-a-‘max(1, Il+R,j”}], 
4m,p(L 4 a P’)=E[#,-,,P(max(l, 11 +Yml), 1 +J?m, a-‘)] 
for m = 2,..., n - 1, (7.8) 
where functions { d,,r } are given in Definition 4.9. 
The functions {t,b$,}n=2,3.... have representations 
~,*,,(a) = ay,,Ja) - znp(a), (7.9) 
where { Y,,~} and (z~,,} are defined in (7.2) (and given recursively in (7.4)), 
and satisfy equations 
$&(a) = t{(a-‘) sl(a-‘) + (agp(aa’) - l)( 1 - s,(a-‘)) 
IC15(a)=~,*-I,p(a)t,P-l(a-1)s,-,(a-1) (7.10) 
+ (ag$-l(a-‘)- 1)(1 -s,-,(a-‘)) for n = 3, 4,.... 
Proof (Direct proofs of (7.7~(7.10) are now given; for an indirect 
proof of (7.8) see the proof of Theorem 1 of [2].) Fix p > 1 and a > a, _ 1‘. 
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First, equations (7.10) and (7.8) are verified. Verification of (7.10) is 
algebraic, based on (4.16) and properties of functions of section three; thus 
for n = 3, 4,..., calculate as follows: 
‘?cl,pW c-,&-I + (W-1 - 1x1 -%-I) 
=(~h(g,~,)-l)t,P-‘S,~l+(ug~-,--)(1-s,~,) 
=a(g~~,+u-‘(p-1)-‘)s,~,+(ug~~,-1)(1-s,-,) 
= %L- 1) - 1= c,p(4, 
where tnPl=tn-i(u-‘), s,~~=s,-~(u-‘), andg,-,=g,-,(a-‘); the first 
and last equalities follow from (4.16); and the second and third equalities 
follow from Lemma 3.9(i) and Definitions 3.1, 3.5, 3.3, and 3.8 (the n = 2 
case is similar). Equations (7.8) are now a consequence of (7.10), (4.5), and 
(4.10), as one calculates 
=u -‘de + l,pW 
=u-l{~~,p(u) t~(u-‘)s,(u-l)+ (ug&(u-‘)- l)(l -s,(u-I))} 
=ECh-l,p(max(l, Il+Ji,l), 1+f,,c’)l, 
where gj= fj- fj- 1 for j= l,..., n - 1. 
For the proof of (7.7), use (7.10) [or (7.8)] repeatedly. Indeed, define Q 
by a=min{l<j<n--1: gj<O} if gjEj<O for somej=l,...,n-1, and=n 
otherwise, and then calculate as follows: 
= k~ljo=k Cal ~n-llp-( max 
lGj<n-1 
1, I ~jlp)l 
+n;g,l[ u n k ( gp- -l) ;fj’ f:_is.-i)(l -%-k)] ( 
n-m- 1 n--m 
+(UgL-1) n (l-s,)+‘jz(u) n fi-jSn-j 
i= 1 i=l 
=(ug~-,-l)(l-s,~,)+~,*~l(u)t,P-lSn-l=~X(~). 
Representation (7.9) is immediate from (7.7) and (7.2). 
For the proof that P,,..., ?,- 1 is the unique martingale satisfying (7.7) 
and (7.8), observe that &,p(l, 1, a-‘) = inf{EH,( v): EY = 1 } = 
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EH,(l + fm), where H,(y) is given as in (4.14) with s= 1; and then if Y 
differs from 1 + fm in distribution, transfer the mass of Y to -co, 
g,(a-‘)+ 1, t,(a-I)+ 1, or +co as in Definitions 2.2 and 2.6 of [9], and 
use the piecewise convexity of H, to construct a random variable Y* 
satisfying EY* = 1 and EH( Y*) < EH( Y) (cp. [2, Theorem 1 I). 1 
Remark 7.11. Observe that as a k a,-,, I,-,(a-‘) f co, 
g,-,(a-‘) L 0, and ~,_,(a-‘) L 0. Thus, r.v. Y,(a) of Definition 7.1 
becomes a “long-shot” type random variable. 
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